
A Polished Space
Consultants at Colburn & Guyette expand and update the main cafeteria at ESPN’s headquarters to 

accommodate the media giant’s growing number of employees. 

By Amanda McCorquodale || Photos by Woodruff/Brown Architectural Photography
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Most people think of ESPN, 
one of cable’s most-watched 
networks in prime time, as a 

sports channel. In reality it’s an omni- 
media sports entertainment company 
that operates more than 50 business 
entities from TV, radio and print media 
outlets to consumer goods. The compa-
ny is growing so rapidly that in the past 
10 years, it has tripled its footprint at its 
Bristol, Conn., headquarters, an impres-
sive campus of 18 buildings on 123 acres 
serving 4,000 employees.

Yet ESPN Plaza’s main cafeteria did 
not keep pace with that growth and its 
inadequate size led the company to 
bring in foodservice design consultants 
at Rockland, Mass.-based Colburn & 
Guyette for a major overhaul of the 
dining space. 

“The existing main café, which was 
designed in 2009 to serve fewer than 
1,200 employees, was now severely 

undersized. During lunch, you could see 
the confusion caused by the crowd and 
the congestion,” says R. Todd Guyette, 
FCSI, Principal, who previously worked 
with ESPN to build a café at its North 
Campus a few years ago.  

Expansion
After beginning the schematic design in 
April ’13, Guyette and his team worked 
closely with architects at Clohessy Harris 
& Kaiser, Simsbury, Conn., and engi-
neering firm BVH Integrated Services, 
Bloomfield, Conn., to repurpose a space 
adjacent to the main cafeteria, more 
than doubling the available space. In 
July ’15, crews completed construction 
and the end result was 10,000 sq. ft. 
of foodservice space, including a large 
kitchen, devoted catering section and a 
wide-open servery. 

“On the plan, it looks like there’s almost 
too much servery space,” says Guyette, 

“but it’s what they wanted: a ton of space 
at the center so there’s room for queuing 
at the different stations. In the old layout, 
if you had more than two people waiting 
for a sandwich, there was a back-up.” 

The open aesthetic also contributes 
to another design goal for the project: 
to create a more polished corporate 
café that could serve as a hub for all of 
the on-air personalities that eat there as 
well as any acclaimed guests or visiting 
athletes. “The old design motif was very 
sports oriented with, for example, base-
ball bats for table legs,” says Guyette. 

In the new plan, the food stations’ 
sports theme is downplayed while the 
stations themselves have been expanded 
to accommodate more guests. Instead  
of a salad bar, there is now a made-to- 
order salad station, Guyette says, reflect-
ing the cook-to-order trend in the indus-
try, but it’s flanked with a self-serve soup 
station. Other stations include two grills 

 Guyette and his team renovated 
ESPN’s main cafeteria with a foodservice 
equipment budget of $1.4 million. Stations 
include two grills, one along the pizza 
counter, a made-to-order salad station, 
soups, deli, hot/specials counter, beverage 
area and dessert island.

The pizza station is one Guyette’s 
favorite aspects of the design. One side 
facing into the servery is a pizza/grill order 
counter, but the other side faces outside of 
the servery and invites guests to watch the 
hearth-oven cookery while they dine.
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(one by the pizza station), deli, specials/
hot entrée area, toast/desserts island and 
a beverage area. The built-in beverage 
display houses bottled beverages and is 
part of a behind-the-scenes walk-in cool-
er that’s restocked from a back corridor.

The café’s pizza station is particularly 
clever. Anchored by a tiled hearth oven, 
the station faces into the servery with a 
pizza/grill combination service counter, 
but the other side of the station faces 
outside of the servery. It’s finished with 
a counter and stool seating facing the 
hearth oven. The set up capitalizes on 
the exhibition cooking trend.

Unlike the former space, the new de-
sign includes a dedicated entryway and 
separate exit to further facilitate the flow 
of as many as 4,000 employees dining 
during breakfast and lunch. While the 
café is not open for dinner, the foodser-
vice program does include extended 
hours for catering. “They do a significant 
catering business,” says Guyette, “so as 
part of the renovation, we created a 
dedicated catering space in the kitchen 
and added two blast chillers.”

Back-Of-House Considerations
In the back-of-house, Guyette calls the 
production space, “a designer’s dream. 
It’s a nice rectangular shape and we were 
able to create work space and circulation 
spaces that don’t conflict.” 

Historically, ESPN’s main café had trou-
ble with the refrigeration compressor 
always going down. “In the renovation, 
rather than a large rack system, they opt-
ed for a redundant system so they have 
two compressors for each walk-in. If one 
fails, the other one kicks in. It’s a novel 
solution,” says Guyette.

Another challenge was that the dish-
room needed a fairly lengthy conveyor 
with a couple of bends. “We chose a 
Traycon soiled tray conveyor because 
we know that they make a quality prod-
uct that can handle projects that may not 
be straightforward.”

The back kitchen 
was a designers dream: 
a simple rectangle 
made up of volume 
production kitchen 
space and a dedicated 
catering area. Highlights 
include Bally walk-
ins with redundant 
compressors, a custom 
Traycon conveyor 
and Melink demand-
controlled ventilation 
to improve energy 
efficiency. 

Guyette says one 
perk of the space is that 
the beverage cooler 
can be restocked from 
behind—something 
that operators love but 
that spaces can rarely 
accommodate.
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Key Equipment

Cold Storage
� Bally walk-in coolers, freezer, blast chillers
� Cres Cor mobile racks

Warewashing
� Traycon clean roller table, soiled tray conveyor, 

mobile soak sink
� Existing dishmachine 
� Salvajor waste collector 
� Hatco booster heater
� Cambro dish cart, tray cart
� T&S Brass pre-rinse units

Bakery, Kitchen
� Existing mixers, blast chiller, double convection 

ovens 
� Southbend/Middleby gas convection ovens
� Fabricated prep table w/sinks, bakery work 

table
� Market Forge/Middleby tilt skillet
� Vulcan/ITW FEG tilt kettle
� Melink demand-controlled ventilation system 
� Pitco/Middleby fryer assembly

Catering
� Fabricated bain marie/work table
� Hatco bain marie heater
� Existing range, charbroiler, steamer, convection 

ovens, slicer, food processor, coffee brewer
� Pitco/Middleby fryers
� Manitowoc flake/cube ice makers

Beverage Station
� Follett/Middleby ice maker
� Taylor/Carrier soft-serve machine
� Bally refrig. merchandiser

Grill Station/Hot Station
� Existing countertop griddle 
� Randell/Unified Brands freezer bases, hot/cold 

wells
� Market Forge Ind./Middleby convection steamer
� Blodgett/Middleby double convection oven 
� Pitco/Middleby fryer stations
� Garland/Manitowoc 4-burner range w/oven
� Fabricated back work counter w/sinks

Deli
� Existing slicer 
� Merrychef/Manitowoc accelerated ovens
� Equipex/Sodir panini grills
� FMP folding cutting board 
� Bally refrig. merchandiser 

Salad Station/Soup Station
� CookTek/Middleby induction cooker
� Wells/Middleby soup wells

Pizza Station/Second Grill Station
� Existing fryer, griddle 

� Pitco/Middleby fryer dump station
� Wood Stone hearth oven 
� Refrig. pizza prep counter 
� Fabricated stone pizza prep top

Desserts/Toast Station
� Hatco conveyor toaster

Condiment Station
� Wunder-Bar condiment dispenser

Throughout
� ACP/Ali Group microwave ovens
� Advance Tabco hand sinks, corner guards
� Ansul Fire Protection fire suppression systems
� Aqua-Matic Systems exhaust hoods, supply air 

plenums
� BSI food shields w/heat, w/lights 
� Hatco heated shelves
� Metro/Ali Group shelving
� Pacific Stainless Products floor troughs

� Randell/Unified Brands hot/cold food wells, 
freezer bases

� RPI Ind. refrig. merchandisers
� Rubbermaid trash bins
� T&S Brass hose reel assemblies,  

eye wash stations
� True refrigs., heated cabinets, undercounter 

refrigs., roll-thru refrigs., merchandisers, refrig. 
display cases
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The Colburn & Guyette design team 
also had to satisfy ESPN’s insurance 
company’s strict guidelines for certain 
building materials and equipment such 
as walk-in freezers and coolers. “Bally 
walk-ins were the few that we found 
and were comfortable specifying,” says 
Guyette.

Team Work
For Guyette, this project proves how 
effective coordination is key to a project. 
“From day one, the whole team and 
foodservice stakeholders came together 
and we were able to arrive at a concept 
pretty quickly that didn’t really change 
too much throughout the process.”

“Sometimes there are gaps between 
what the architects or engineers want to 
do and what the foodservice peo-
ple want to do,” he says. “Our role as 
consultants is to help to bring everyone 
together. We were able to do that quite 
successfully on this project.”  

At A Glance

� Facility: ESPN Main Campus Cafeteria, 
Bristol, Conn.

� Project: Corporate Dining
� Design Consultants: R. Todd Guyette, 

FCSI, Principal; Peter McGillicuddy, Sr. Assoc. 
FCSI, Sr. Project Manager; Brian Thistle,  
Sr. Assoc. FCSI, Sr. Asst. Project Manager; 
Colburn & Guyette Consulting Partners, 
Rockland, Mass.

� Foodservice Equipment Budget:  
$1.4 million

� Scope of Work: Concept Development, 
Space Allocation, Preliminary Design, 
Detailed Design, Specification Writing, 
Site Inspections, Construction Manage-
ment, Concept/Schematic Design, Design 
Development, Construction Documents & 
Construction Administration

� Architects and Interior Design: James 
Harris, AIA, Principal; Richard Kaiser, AIA, 
Principal; Erika Fairlie, AIA, Project Manager; 
Clohessy Harris & Kaiser, Simsbury, Conn.

� Engineers: BVH Integrated Services, 
Bloomfield, Conn.

� Fabricator: Allstate Fabricators, Cranston, 
R.I. 

ESPN's headquarters also now includes 
a sports bar and extensive outdoor seating, 
further enhancing the entire foodservice 
experience for a growing employee base.


